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A CLASSIFICATION OF A CLASS OF 3-BRANCHFOLDS

YOSHIHIRO TAKEUCHI

ABSTRACT. An ra-orbifold is a topological space provided with a local mod-

elling on (an open set in Rn)/(a finite group action). Mainly, we deal with

3-branchfolds (i.e. 3-orbifolds with 1-dimensional singular locus). We define

a map between two 3-branchfolds. With respect to this map, we prove some

facts parallel to 3-manifold theorems. Using the facts, we classify a class

of 3-branchfolds, analogous to Waldhausen's classification theorem of Haken

manifolds.

The concept of orbifold is introduced by Satake [4] and renamed by W. Thurston

(Thurston [5, Chapter 13]. It is a generalization of the concept of manifold. An

n-orbifold is a connected and separable metric space which is locally homeomorphic

to (an open set in R")/(a finite group action) and each point of it is provided with

an isotropy data.

Mainly, we deal with 3-branchfolds (i.e. 3-orbifolds with 1-dimensional singular

locus) whose underlying spaces are orientable 3-manifolds. In this paper, we prove

the branchfold version of the classification of Haken manifolds (due to F. Wald-

hausen [5]). For this purpose, we need to generalize important facts in the theory

of 3-manifolds to those of 3-branchfolds via the functor (manifolds, continuous

maps)—»(orbifolds, OR-maps).

After preparing a general theory of branchfolds, in §4, we formulate and prove

the following:

BRANCHFOLD SPHERE THEOREM. Let (S2,a) be an elliptic sphere, (M,b) be

a 3-branchfold which does not contain bad spheres, and f: (S2,a) —» (M,b) be

a proper normal OR-map which is not extendable to an OR-map from the cone

C(S2,a) of (S2,a). Then there exist an elliptic sphere (S2 ,a') and a normal

OR-embedding g: (S2 ,a') —> (M,b) which are not extendable to an OR-map from

C(S2',a').

The notation (Af, 6) is due to Kato [3].

Let w be a class of 3-branchfolds whose element (M, b) satisfies the following

conditions (l)-(5):

(1) The 1-dimensional singular locus is not empty.

(2) (M, b) is uniformizable.

(3) (M, b) is irreducible.

(4) For any component (F, b') of d(M,b),

Ker(i,: iry(F,b') ^ ny(M,b)) = 1,

where i is the inclusion.
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(5) d(M - [/(Em)) is incompressible in M - [/(Em), where [/(Em) is a regular

neighborhood of Em in M.

For the definition of the fundamental group of an orbifold (M, b), ity(M, b), see

§0-
Our main result is as follows:

THE CLASSIFICATION THEOREM. Let (M,b), (TV, c) be elements ofui. If there

exists an isomorphism <j>: ~Ky(Mo) —> tti(TVo) which is normal and the induced ho-

momorphism 4>: TTy(M,b) —► 7Ti(TV,c) is an isomorphism which is peripheral in

7Ti(TV — E/v), then (M,b) and (TV,c) are OR-isomorphic.

0. Preliminaries. Let A be a connected and separable n-dimensional metric

space and b a function from X to natural numbers N. We call the pair (X, b) an

orbifold, if, for any point x E X, there exist an open neighborhood Xx of x in X

and a finite subgroup Gx of the orthogonal group 0(n), such that Xx = Gx \ R"

and, for any point z E Xx, b(z) = #Gx(z), where Gx(z) is the isotropy subgroup

of z in Gx. We call X the underlying space of (X, b).

Let M be a connected and second countable n-dimensional (topological) manifold

and G a group of homeomorphisms from M to M. If M and G satisfy the following

properties,

(1) the action

Gx M -* M x M

(g,z) -► (z,g(z))

is proper.

(2) For any point z E M, there exist a C7(z)-invariant open neighborhood Mz of

z in M and a finite subgroup G'z of 0(n), such that (Mz,G(z)) is homeomorphic

to (Rn,G'z) as a pair. Then G \ M is metrizable and we can define a function

b':G\M ^N by b'(x) = #G(z), where G-z = xEX, zeM. Then (G\M,b')
is an orbifold. Conversely, if, for an orbifold (X, b), there exist M and G as above,

such that X = G\M and b = b', then we call (X,b) uniformizable and (M,G) is a

uniformization of (X, b).

We call Ex := {x € X\b(x) > 2} the branch set of an orbifold (A, b). We define

the stratification Sx of (A, b) to satisfy the following properties.

(1) Sx is a stratification of A.

(2) b is constant on each stratum of Sx-

(3) If C and D are distinct strata of Sx such that C E D, then 6(D) divides

6(C).

And we define Sx to be the set of all fc-dimensional strata of Sx- X0 = A-Ex is

the only n-dimensional stratum. An rc-orbifold (A, b) is said to be an n-branchfold,

if dim Ex < n — 2. Put H = try (X0) and {Ij \j E J} = Sx . We call p3 a normal

loop of Ij, if p3 is a boundary loop of a disk in A which meets Ex transversally at

exactly one point of Ij. We call Ij the center locus of pj. Put Q(X, b) = {pj\pj is

a normal loop of Ij E E^"2'}. Putting bj = b(lj) and pb = {pb/\j E J}, let H(ptb)

be the normal closure of pb in H, obviously, H(pb) independent of the choice of the

base point of A. We define the regular neighborhood U(x, (A, b)) of x in (A, b) to
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satisfy the following properties (1) and (2):

(1) U(x, (A, 6)) is a regular neighborhood of x in A.

(2) If S n U(x,(X,b)) ^ 0, for an S E Sx, then x E S. We also denote

U(x,(X,b)) to B(x,(X,b)) or (Bx,b'). And we define m(X,b) := H/H(pb).

1. Maps between orbifolds.

Definition 1.1. Let (X, b) and (Y, c) be orbifolds. We call a PL-map /: A —►

Y an OjR-map (order respecting map) if c(/(x))|6(x) for each x E X. We shall

denote the above / by /: (A, b) —> (Y, c).

PROPOSITION 1.2. Let (X,b) and (Y,c) be orbifolds. An OR-map f: (X,b) ->

(Y, c) induces a natural homomorphism /* : iry(X,b) —* ny(Y, c).

PROOF. Let A0 = A - Ex, Y0 = Y - Ey, H = 7n(A0) and H' = Try(Y0).

By the property of CR-map, we have that /(A0) C Y0. Hence, (/|Ao): Ao —► Fo

induces a homomorphism (/|A0)# : H —♦ H'. By the continuity of /, for any point

x of Sx~ and any regular neighborhood B'(f(x), (Y, c)), there exists a regular

neighborhood B(x,(X,b)) such that f(B(x,(X,b))) C B'(f(x),(Y,c)). We may

assume that the normal loop of each / E Sx~ is contained in B(x, (X,b)). Thus,

(f\X0)#(H(pb)) E H'(pc). Hence, the proposition is proved.

DEFINITION 1.3. OR-maps f,g: (X,b) —> (Y,c) are called O.R-homotopic if

there exists an Oi?-map F: (X,b) X I -> (Y,c) such that F(x,0) = f(x), F(x, 1) =

g(x), for any x E X, where (A, b) x I := (X x I, b o py), px is a projection to the

first factor.

REMARK 1.4. F\((X - Ex) x /) gives a homotopy between /|(A - Ex) and

SI(A--Ex).

PROPOSITION 1.5. Let f,g: (X,b) -> (Y,c) be OR-maps. If f and g are OR-
homotopic, then /, = g„: ny(X,b) —> ity(Y,c).

PROOF. Take any [a] E iry(X,b). We may assume a is a map into A — Ex-

Hence, f oa and goer are maps into Y — Ey. By the above remark, [f °o] = [goa]

hi7r,(y-Ey). Hence, [foa] = [goo] in7Ti(Y,c), that is f*([a]) = g*([<r])    Q.E.D.

DEFINITION 1.6 An OR-map f: (X,b) -» (Y,c) is called proper if c(f(x)) =

b(x), for any x E X.

DEFINITION 1.7 A proper OR-map f: (X,b) -* (Y,c) is called an OJ?-embed
ding if /: X —* Y is an embedding. An Oi?-embedding /: (X,b) —* (Y,c) is called

an OR-isomorphism if /: A —+ Y is a homeomorphism.

DEFINITION 1.8 When there is an Oii-embedding /: (A, b) -» (Y,c), we say

that / or the image of / is a suborbifold of (Y, c).

2. Fuchsian complex. In this section, we deal with only 3-branchfolds of

which underlying spaces are 3-manifolds. From now on, any 2-suborbifold (F,b')

in a 3-branchfold (M, b) must have the following properties;

(1) F is properly embedded and 2-sided in M.

(2) The intersections of F and SM   are transversal.

(3) F n S^ = 0.
DEFINITION 2.1. Let D2(n) be a 2-orbifold (D2,b), where E^ = a point

p E bit D2, b(p) = n, and D2 is a 2-disk.
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DEFINITION 2.2. A 2-suborbifold (F',b) of a 3-branchfold (M,b) is called
incompressible, if for any 2-suborbifold D2(n) in (M, b) such that D2(n)D(F',b) =

dD2(n), there is a 2-suborbifold D2(m) in (F',b) such that dD2(n) = dD2(m).

DEFINITION 2.3. S2(ny,...,nr) := (S2,b), where ES2 = {pi,...,pr}, b(pt) =

n^ (i = 1,2,... ,r), and S2 is a 2-sphere.

DEFINITION 2.4. S2(bad) := {S2(n),S2(m,n)}, where m,nEZ,m^n.

S2(elliptic) := {S2(n, n), S2(2,2, n), S2(2,3,3), S2(2,3,4), S2(2,3,5)}.

We call a 2-orbifold belonging to S2(bad) to be a bad sphere, a 2-orbifold be-

longing to S2(elliptic) to be an elliptic sphere.

DEFINITION 2.5. For an elliptic sphere (S2,b), we define C(S2,b) := (CS2,b'),

where b'(z) = b(x), when z E Cx-cone point, x E (S2,b), or b'(z) = #7Ti(S2,6),

when z = cone point.

DEFINITION 2.6. A 3-branchfold (M,b) is said to be irreducible if any elliptic

2-suborbifold (S2,b') bounds C(S2,b') in the ambient orbifold (M,b).

DEFINITION 2.7. Define the associated Fuchsian complex A(m,&) of a 3-branch-

fold (M, b) as follows: Let [/(Em) be the regular neighborhood of Em, e? the 2-cell,

Pj C <9[/(Em) the normal loop of Ij E S^\ bj = b(lj) and d>j the map from de? to

Hj defined by <t>j(eie) = eib>0, 0 < 6 < 2n. Let (M - Int[/(EM)) U (tj,<pj) be the

space constructed by attaching e2's to M — Int[/(EM) with attaching maps ^'s,

respectively. We define /f(M,6) = (M - Int [/(Em)) U (ej,<j>j).

It is clear that (M,b) uniquely determines A(M,6) UP to homeomorphism. More-

over, in the case where d(M,b) contains no elliptic sphere, the converse holds.

PROPOSITION 2.8. Let (M, b) and (TV, c) be 3-branchfolds which have no elliptic

spheres in their boundaries. If K^Mb) and A(jv,c) are homeomorphic, then (M,b)

and (TV, c) are OR-isomorphic.

PROOF. Let (M0, b0) be orbifold (M, b)-(J Int U(x, (M, b)), where U(x, (M, b))
is a regular neighborhood of x in Int(M, b), x is a vertex in the 0-strata. It is easy

to see that (Mo,6o) and (TVo,co) are homeomorphic, since K^,b) and A(jv,c) are

homeomorphic. So (M,b) and (TV, c) are OT?-isomorphic, since both (M, b) and

(N, c) do not contain elliptic spheres in their boundaries.    Q.E.D.

Proposition 2.9. iry(M,b) = Ky(K{M^).

PROOF. The kernel of the homomorphism i«: 7Ti(M-IntEM) -* ^i(K(M,b)) is

H(pb). On the other hand, tti(M, b) = H/H(p,b) by the definition.    Q.E.D.

3. Covering orbifold.

DEFINITION 3.1. Let (A, 6) and (X,b) be orbifolds. An Oi?-map p: (X,b) ->

(A, b) is called an Oi?-covering if

(1) p is a proper OR-map, and

(2) p: A —► A is a covering map.

We call (X,b) an Oi?-covering orbifold of (A,b). (In the usual sense, a covering

orbifold is a branched covering of A with the branch sets Ex- But an Oil-covering

is a nonbranched covering.)
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PROPOSITION 3.2. Let (X,b) and (X,b) be 3-branchfolds. If there exists an

OR-covering p: (X,b) —* (X,b), then there exists a covering q: K,x ^ —► K(x,b)-

Proof. Put

K(x,l) = & -Int[/(E^))U(e2,^),

K{x,o)=(X-lntU(Zx))U(e2i,<pi).

p: (X,b) -> (X,b) induces a covering p\(X - Int[/(EX)): A - lntU(Ex) -*

X — Int [/(Ex), and lifts the normal loops of (A, b) to the normal loops of (A, b).

(Note p: X —► A is a covering map.) Hence, we can define the desired q as follows;

q[(X - Int[/(EX)) := p|(A - IntJ7(Ex)), and (q\e2): e2 -► e2{j) is a natural

homeomorphism, where p(l3) = l^).    Q.E.D.

COROLLARY 3.3. If p: (X,b) —► (A, b) is an OR-covering, then the following
diagram commutes.

ny(X,b) -i-» ny(K{x:b))

p. q.

7Ti(A,&)    —^-   *l(Jf(X,6))

where iy and i2 are the isomorphisms as in 2.9. Namely, p, is an injection.

PROOF. It is obvious from 2.9 and the construction of q.    Q.E.D.

COROLLARY 3.4. Let (X,b) and (X,b) be 3-branchfolds which have no elliptic

spheres in their boundaries. If there exists an OR-covering p: (X,b) —* (X,b) and

p* is an isomorphism, then (X,b) and (X,b) are OR-isomorphic.

PROOF. From the above commutative diagram, q*: Try(K,x m) —* 7ri(^(x,b)) 1S

an isomorphism. Hence, q: K/Xh) ~* ^(x,b) is a homeomorphism. Thus, by 2.8,

(X,b) and (A, b) are OR-isomorphic.    Q.E.D.

REMARK 3.5. For an orbifold (Y, c) and a covering p: X —> Y, we can construct

an orbifold structure, of A by b = c ■ p. With this orbifold structure p: (A, b) —»

(Y, c) becomes an 0/?-covering.

4. Sphere theorem (an orbifold version). In this section, we assume that

the underlying spaces of orbifolds are manifolds.

DEFINITION 4.1. Let (F,c) be a 2-branchfold and (M,b) be a 3-branchfold. We

say an Oil-map /: (F, c) —<■ (M, b) is transversal, if f(F) intersects transversally

S™ and f(F) n S{°] = 0-
For a map /: A —> Y we define the singular set S(f), of / to be the closure

of {x E A|#(/~1(/(x))) > 1}. We decompose S(f) as a disjoint union, S(f) =

U>i Si(f), by Si(f) = {xE 5(/)|#(/"1(/(x))) = i}. Putting i\(/) = f(St(f)),
we call the points oiTy(f) branch points, T2(f) double points, L^/) triple points,

and so on. Let F be a 2-manifold, M be a 3-manifold and f:M —* A be a

general position map. (As to general position map, refer to Hempel [1].) We define

the complexity of a general position map /: (F, dF) —► (M, dM) to be the pair

c(f) — (t(f),d(f)) where t(f) is the number of triple points of / and d(f) is the
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number of double curves of f, where a double curve is a connected component of

the set of double points. We order complexities lexicographically; i.e. c(/i) < c(f)

if either t(fy) < t(f) or t(fy) = t(f) and d(fy) < d(f).

PROPOSITION 4.2. Let (S2,a) be a bad sphere and (M,b) be a 3-branchfold.

If f''■ (S2,a) —► (M,b) be a proper and transversal OR-map, then there exist a bad

sphere (S2 ,a') and a transversal OR-embedding g: (S2 ,a') —► (M,b).

PROOF. Since M is a manifold, we may assume that /: S2 —► M is general

position as a map. Moreover, by relation of the dimensions of S2, M, and Em, /

is transversal.

lic(f) = 0, then / is clearly an OR-embedding. As the next step of the induction,

assuming that Ty (/) = 0 and that the conclusion holds for all maps /' (orbifolds

(M',V), etc.) such that c(f') < c(f) and Tyf = 0. We show that for / the
conclusion holds.

1. If / has a simple closed double curve, then the conclusion holds. In fact,

among such simple closed double curves of /, take the inner most one in S2. The

two components of the preimage of the curve, Jy and J2, bound disks Dy and D2,

giving rise to suborbifolds (Dy,ay) and (D2,a2), respectively.

Case 1. ay = a2 = 1.

We define an OR-map fy: S2 — (M,b) by using f((S2,a) - IntD2) U f(Dy).
Then fy is a proper OR-map from a bad sphere to (M, b). Since c(/i) < c(f), the

conclusion holds from the inductive hypothesis.

Case 2. ay = 1 and (D2,a2) = D2(n).

Then (f(Dy) U f(D2),ay Ua2) is a bad sphere in (M,b).

Case 3. oi = 1 and (D2,a2) = D2(n,m).

Define an OR-map fy as in Case 1. Then fy is a proper Oi?-map from a bad

sphere to (M,b). Since c(/i) < c(f), the conclusion holds from the inductive

hypothesis.

Case 4. (Dy,ay) = D2(m) and (D2,a2) = D2(n).

Define an OR-map fy as in Case 1. Then fy is a proper OR-map from a bad

sphere to (M,b). Since c(/i) < c(f), the conclusion holds from the inductive

hypothesis.

2. Tower construction. Forget the orbifold structures of (S2,a) and (M,b) and

construct a tower of height n in a similar way to the tower construction of the

sphere theorem of 3-manifolds,

/ / »n-l/

/fn-y/    \ /pn-y

// f ^rVl     c   yMx

S2-^o      fQ      Mo
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where /o = f, M0 = M, Vj is a regular neighborhood of fj(S2), pj is a covering

map, ij is an inclusion map, fj is a lift of fj-i, 7Ti(Vn) is a finite group and ity(Vj)

is an infinite group when j < n. Vo has an orbifold structure as the restriction

of the orbifold structure of (M, b) and My has an orbifold structure such that

Pi: My —> Vo is an OR-map, which is introduced in §3. We denote those orbifolds

(V0,b'0) and (Mi,61), respectively. Since by(fy(x)) = b0(pyfy(x)) = 60(/(x))|a(x)

for any point x E S2, fy: (S2,a) —► (Mi,61) become an OR-map. Similarly, Vj and

Mj have orbifold structures (Vj,bf) and (M3,bj), respectively, and p.,: (Mj,bj) —*

(Vj-i,b'j_1) and fj: (S2,a) —» (Mj,bj), respectively.

3. If /„ is an embedding, then /o has a simple closed double curve. (Hence the

conclusion holds by step 1.) We can prove the statement by the same argument in

the proof of the sphere theorem of 3-manifolds. Refer to Hempel [1, p. 52].

4. If / (= /o) has no simple closed double curve, then there exists a proper

transversal OR-map f from a bad sphere (S2 ,a') to (M,b) such that (1) t(f') <

t(f), (2) Tyf = 0. (Hence, the conclusion holds by the inductive hypothesis.) The

proof is as follows: By step 3, we may assume that /„ is singular. Since 7Ti(Vn)

is finite, each component of dVn is S2. Clearly there exists a bad sphere (S2,a').

Put j = io o (py o iy) o • • • o (p„ ojn). By the same way as the sphere theorem of

3-manifolds, we can show that /' = j o s: (S2 ,a') —► (M,b) has desired properties

(1) and (2). Thus the proof of step 4 has finished.

Next, we must consider the case when Tyf ^ 0. We also use the induction

on c(f). We can similarly proceed to steps 1, 2, and 3. We have only to assume

that /o has no simple closed double curve. We can show that there exists an

Oil-embedding s: (S2 ,a') —► (M,b), similar to step 4. Since pj is an immersion,

/' = i0 o (pi o iy) o ■ ■ ■ o (p„ o in) has no branch points. /' is transversal. So the

proof is completed by the first case.    Q.E.D.

DEFINITION 4.3. An Oil-map /: (M,b) -+ (TV,c) is called normal if, for any

normal loop p E U(M,b), there exists a normal loop v E fl(N,c) such that f(p)

and v are freely homotopic in N — E^-

THEOREM 4.4. Let (S2,a) be an elliptic sphere, (M,b) be a 3-branchfold which
does not contain bad spheres, and f: (S2,a) —> (M,b) be a proper normal OR-map

which is not extendable to an OR-map from C(S2,a). Then there exists an elliptic

sphere (S2 ,a') and a normal OR-embedding g: (S2 ,a') —► (M,b) which is not

extendable to an OR-map from C(S2 ,a').

PROOF. Since M is a manifold, we may assume that f:S2—>Mis general

positive as a map. Moreover, by relation of the dimensions of S2, M, and EM, and

by the normality of the OR-map /, we may assume that T(f) n Em = 0 and / is

transversal.

If c(f) = 0, then / is clearly an Oil-embedding. As the next step of the induction,

assuming that Ti(/) = 0 and that the conclusion holds for all maps /' (orbifolds

(M',b'), etc.) such that c(f') < c(f) and Ei/' = 0. We show that for / the
conclusion holds.

1. If / has a simple closed double curve, then the conclusion holds. In fact,

among such simple closed double curves of /, take the innermost one in S2. The

two components of the preimage of the curve, Jy and J2, bound disks Dy and D2,

giving rise to suborbifolds (Di,ai) and (D2,a2), respectively.
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Case 1. ay = a2 = 1.

We define an OR-map fy: S2 -+ (M,i>) by using /(Dj) U /(D2), and define

an OR-map /2: (S2,a) -♦ (M,b) by using f((S2,a) - IntD2) U /(Di). We can

separate / into /i and f2. Since 7r2(M - Em) = 0, fy is extendable to CS2. Hence

/2 is not extendable to C(S2,a). Since c(f2) < c(f), the conclusion holds from the

inductive hypothesis.

Case 2. ay = 1 and (D2,a2) = D2(n).

Then (f(Dy) U f(D2),ay I) a2) is a bad sphere in (M,b). This contradicts the

hypothesis that there is no bad sphere in (M,b).

Case 3. ay = 1 and (D2,a2) = D2(n,m).

Since there is no bad sphere in (M, b), n = m. Define an OR-map f2 as in Case

1. f2 is a proper OR-map from a bad sphere to (M, b). By Proposition 4.2, this

contradicts the hypothesis that there is no bad sphere in (M,b).

Case 4. ay = 1 and (D2,a2) = D2(ny,n2,nz).

Define OR-maps fy and f2 as in Case 1. If both fy: S2(ny,n2,n3) —> (M, b) and

f2 : S2 —► (M, b) are extendable to the cones, then / is extendable to the cone, since

fy and f2 consistent on Dy = D2. Hence at least one of fy and f2 is not extendable

to the cone. By using this fact, we can construct an OR-map from an elliptic sphere

to (M, b) which is not extendable to the cone and of which complexity is smaller

than c(f).

Case 5. (I>i,ai) = D2(m) and (D2,a2) = D2(n).

Since there is no bad sphere in (M, b), m = n. Define Oil-maps fy and f2

as in Case 1. If both fy: S2(n,n) —► (M, b) and f2: S2(n,n,k) —► (M, b) are

extendable to the cones, then / is extendable to the cone, since fy and f2 consistent

on (Dy,ay) = D2(n). We can show the rest of this proof in a similar manner to

Case 4.

Case 6. (Dy,ay) = D2(m) and (D2,a2) = D2(ny,n2).

Define OR-maps fy and f2 as in Case 1. If both fy: S2(m,ny,n2) —► (M,b) and

f2: S2(m,m) —» (M,b) are extendable to the cones, then / is extendable to the

cone, since fy and f2 consistent on (L>i,ai) = D2(m). We can show the rest of this

proof in a manner similar to Case 4.

We proceed to steps 2 and 3 quite similar to the proof of Proposition 4.2.

4. Ii f (= fo) has no simple closed double curve, then there exists a proper

normal OR-map /' from an elliptic sphere (S2,a') to (M,b) such that

(1) /' is not extendable to the cone.

(2) t(f') < t(f).
(3)Tyf'=0.

(Hence, the conclusion holds by the inductive hypothesis.)

The proof is as follows: By step 3, we may assume that /„ is singular. Since

7Ti(Vn) is finite, the universal cover of Vn (the capping of Vn) is a homotopy 3-

sphere. Hence, 7r2(V„) = 7r2(a universal cover of Vn) = 0. Therefore 7r2(V„) is

generated by S2 components of dVn.

Claim /„: (S2,a) —► (Mn,bn) is OR-homotopic to the sum (in the sense of 7r2)

of S2 components of dVn.

PROOF. Let R be a regular neighborhood of r/n and Cy,...,Ck be the compo-

nents of fn(S2) - Int R, respectively. Then Vn = R\Jk=y(Ct x (-1,1)).
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For any x E E52, there exists a Ci such that f(x) E Cj. Hence Eyn =

UiLi(/«(^)x(-l,l)),where{xi,x2,X3} = Es2. Thus dVnnZv„ = {/„(xt)x(±l),
t = 1,2,3}.

By Proposition 4.2, /n(xi), /n(^2) and fnixs) must be included in the same

component of fniS2) — Tfn; otherwise we can construct a proper OR-map from

a bad sphere to (M,b) by restricting py o iy o ■ ■ ■ o in_y o pra on a component of

dVn. This contradicts the hypothesis. Hence there exists a Ci such that fn(xy),

fnix2), fnix?,) E Ci. Therefore there exists a disk D in O; such that fnixi), fnixi),

fnix2.) E \ntD. Let Si be a component of dVn which includes \ntD x 1 and S2 be

a component of dVn which includes \ntD x (—1), respectively. Then, by the same

way as the sphere theorem of 3-manifolds, we can show that no component of dVn

intersects Qxl and C; x (—1) simultaneously. Thus Si ^ S2.

Figure 4.1

Hence / is OR-homotopic to the sum of Si and a map

/':S2^V„-(Int£>x(-l,l))

(cf. Figure 4.1). Since the capping of (V„ - Int D x (-1,1)) is an homotopy sphere,

(/') E iry(Vn - IntD x ( — 1,1)) is homotopic to the sum of S2 components of

d(Vn - IntD x (-1,1)). When those S2's include

(Si -Int£>xl)U(d£>x (-1,1)) U (S2 - IntD x (-1)) SS S2,

/ is OR-homotopic to the sum of Si and the S2 components of dVn. Though

we have proven in the case of ES2 = 3 points, we can do similarly in the case of

ES2 = 2 points. This completes the proof of the claim.
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Put j = io o (Pl oiy) o ■■■ o (pn o in). Since j o /„ = /: (S2,a) -* (M,b) is '

not extendable to the OR-map from C(S2,a), there exists a component (S2 ,a') of

d(Vn,b'n) such that jog: (S2 ,a') —> (M,b) is not extendable to the OR-map from

C(S2 ,o'), where s: (S2 a') —* (Vn,b'n) is an OR-embedding naturally constructed

by (S2 ,a'), otherwise the preceding claims show that j o fn = f is extendable to

the Oil-map from 0(S2,o). This contradicts the hypothesis. By the same way as

the sphere theorem of 3-manifolds, we can show that f = j o s: (S2', a') —► (M, b)

has desired properties (2) and (3). The proof of step 4 is finished.

Next, we must consider the case in which Fi ^ 0. We also use the induction on

c(f). We can similarly proceed using steps 1, 2 and 3. We have only to think of

the case where /0 has no simple closed double curve. Since /(Eg2) nTi/ = 0 from

the normality of /, we can show that / is the sum of the S2 components of dVn

and that there is an OR-embedding s: (S2 ,a') —► (M,b), similar to step 4. Since

Pj is an immersion, /' = i0 o (py o iy) o ■ ■ ■ o (pn o in) has no branch points. /' is

normal and proper, and is not extendable to the cone. So the proof is completed

by the first case.    Q.E.D.

Notice that the normality of the OR-map is not necessary in the hypothesis

of Proposition 4.2. At step 4 of the proof in Theorem 4.4, it is necessary that /

is OR-homotopic to the sum of dVn, otherwise it is not ensured that /' inherits

the property that it is not extendable to the cone. But in Proposition 4.2, some

components of d(Vn,b'n) must be bad spheres, so we can find an OR-map from a

bad sphere with less complexity. We can show the next proposition by the same

way as the proof of Proposition 4.2.

PROPOSITION 4.5. Let (S2,a) be an elliptic sphere, (M,b) be a 3-branchfold

which does not contain bad spheres, and f: (S2,a) —> (M,b) be a proper and

transversal OR-map, then there exists a transversal OR-embedding g: (S2,a) —»

(M,b).

5. Some applications of sphere theorems.

COROLLARY 5.1. Let (M,b) be a 3-branchfold which does not contain bad

spheres, then [p]k ^ 1 in iry(M — Em) for any normal loop p and any k E N.

PROOF. If there exists a normal loop p and k E N such that [p]k = 1 in

71"!(M — Em), then we can construct a map /' from a disk D2 to M — Em such

that [f'\dD2] = [p]k. Here, let D2(n) be the normal disk bounded by p. We get a

proper and transversal OR-map /' from a bad sphere S2(n) to (M, b), by attaching

D2 and D2(n) with those boundaries. By Proposition 4.2, this contradicts the fact

that (M,b) has no bad spheres.    Q.E.D.

COROLLARY 5.2. Let (M,b) be a 3-branchfold which does not contain bad

spheres, then p and pk are not free homotopic in M — Em for any normal loop

p and any k E Z — {±1}.

PROOF. If k = 0, the statement is trivial by Corollary 5.1. We assume k ^

0. If we negate the conclusion, then we may assume that there exists a proper

and transversal OR-map / from an elliptic sphere S2(n,n) to (M,b) such that

f(Pi) £ L/ and f(p2) E Tyf for ES2 = {pi,p2}. Hence, there exist ly, l2, a pair of

preimages of a double curve, starting from p2 E S2(n,n) and ending in a point in
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fK^\    f
I  lL> -*      (M.b)

Figure 5.1

S2(n,n) — {pi,p2}. ly and l2 separate S2(n,n) into two disks. T^et D be the side

which does not contain p2. Then, (f[D) is a proper and transversal OR-map from

S2(n) to (M,b). This contradicts the hypothesis from Proposition 4.2 (cf. Figure

5.1).    Q.E.D.

COROLLARY 5.3. Let (M,b) and (N,c) be 3-branchfolds and (N,c) be irre-
ducible. Suppose that (TV, c) does not contain bad spheres, f: (M,b) —► (A, c) is

a normal OR-map, and that there exist I E 5M , /' E S^ and x E I, x' E I'

such that f(x) = x'. Then there exists a normal loop p in a regular neighborhood

B(x,(M,b)) for any regular neighborhood B'(f (x), (TV', c)) such that [f(p)] = [v]e

in TTy(B'(f(x), (TV,c)) — Ejv), where v is the normal loop of V and e = ±1.

PROOF. Since f(x) E V, B'(f(x),(N,c)) = CS2(n,n). By the continuity

of /, f(B(x,(M,b))) C B'(f(x),(N,c)) for a regular neighborhood B(x,(M,b)).

Since x E I, we may assume B(x, (M, b)) — CS2(m,m), where n|m. Put Bo =

B(x, (M,b)) — Em, B'0 = B'(f(x), (N,c)) — Ejy. Since we define a continuous map

(/|50): Bo —► B'0 by the property of an Oil-map, [f(p)] = [v]k in 7Ti(S0), where

k E N. Hence, f(p) and vk are freely homotopic in B'0. On the other hand, f(p)

is freely homotopic to a normal loop v' in Ao (= N — Ejv), since / is normal.

Put the branch points of the normal disks bounded by v and v' to pi and p2,

respectively. From the above, there exists a transversal Oil-map from S2(ni,n2)

to (N,c), where ny = c(py), n2 = c(p2). By the hypothesis that (A,c) contains

no bad spheres, and Proposition 4.2, ni = n2. Moreover, by the hypothesis that

(N, c) is irreducible, and Proposition 4.5, v and v' must be the normal loops of an

/' E SN . Hence, v and u' are freely homotopic in Ao. Thus we conclude fc = 1 by

Corollary 5.2.    Q.E.D.
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COROLLARY 5.4. Let (M,b) and (N,c) be 3-branchfolds and (N,c) be irre-
ducible. Suppose that (N,c) does not contain bad spheres, f: (M,b) —* (A, c) is

a normal OR-map.    Then, for any 1 E Sm, there exists an I' E C^   such that

ni) c r.
PROOF. At first, f(x) E T,n for any x El. Otherwise, there exists a regular

neighborhood B(x, (M, b)) (which is OR-isomorphic to CS2(n,n)) for the regu-

lar neighborhood B'(f(x),(N,c)) (which is OR-isomorphic to a 3-ball) such that

f(B(x,(M,b))) C B'(f(x),(N,c)). Hence, [f(p)[ = 1 in7Ti(A0) for the normal loop

p of / in B(x, (M,b)). On the other hand, f(p) is freely homotopic to a normal

loop v by the normality of /. Thus, [v] = 1 in 7Ti(Ao). By Corollary 5.1, this

contradicts the fact that (A, c) contains no bad spheres.

Next, we have only to prove that there is no subarc ly of / such that f(ly) f] l[ ^ 0

and f(ly) fl l2 7^ 0 for some l[ and l2 E S^ . Suppose there exists such a subarc

h. Then, by the continuity of /, there exist points p E ly and q E S^ such

that there exists a regular neighborhood B(p, (M,b)) for any regular neighborhood

B'(q, (A, c)) such that f(B(p, (M, b))) C B'(q, (N,c)). Put B0 = B(p, (M, b))-EM
and B'0 = B'(q, (N,c)). We can define a continuous map (f[Bo): Bo —* B'0, since

/ is an Oil-map. Let p be a normal loop of ly in Bo, ^i and u2 be normal loops

of Vy and l2 in Bo, respectively. Note that we can choose B(p, (M,b)) arbitrarily

small. By Corollary 5.3, for suitable normal loops pi and p2 which homotopic to p

in Bo, we may assume /(pi) = v\l and /(p2) = v22, where £i,£'2 = ±1. Though

Pi and p2 are freely homotopic in Bo, vEy and v22 cannot be freely homotopic in

Bo. This is a contradiction.    Q.E.D.

DEFINITION 5.5. We say 1-dimensional strata ly, l2 and /3 are concentrating

to x 6 S'°' if Jy fl I2 fl I3 = x and ly n l2 fl ^3 = 0. In this condition, we also say the

normal loops p^'s of /8's are concentrating to x.

COROLLARY 5.6. Let (M,b) and (N,c) be 3-branchfolds, and (N,c) be irre-
ducible. Suppose that (N, c) does not contain bad spheres, and f: (M, b) —* (A, c)

is a normal OR-map. Then, for any point x E SM , it holds that f(x) E S^ .

Moreover, for any normal loops p,y, p2 and p% which are concentrating to x, f(py),

f(p2) and f(p3) are concentrating normal loops to f(x).

PROOF. For any point x E Em, it holds that f(x) E T,N, by a way similar to

Corollary 5.4. Suppose that there exists a point x E SM such that f(x) E S^ .

Then, by the continuity of /, for any regular neighborhood B'(f(x),(N,c)), there

exists a regular neighborhood B(x, (M, b)), such that

f(B(x,(M,b)))EB'(f(x),(N,c)).

Put B0 = B(x, (M,b)) - EM and B0 = B'(/(x), (A,c)) - HN. We can define a

continuous map (/|Bo): Bo —> B0, since / is an OR-map. Let ly, l2 and I3 be

1-dimensional strata which are concentrating to x and /' a 1-dimensional stratum

which includes f(x). Let fbea normal loop of /' in B0, pi, p2 and P3 normal loops

of li, l2 and /3 in B0, respectively. Note that we can choose B(x, (M, b)) arbitrarily

small. By Corollary 5.3, we may assume that

(1) [fiPi)] = [fiP2)] = [fiPz)] = [p]    iri7n(B0),
(2) [piYl[P2]e2=[P3]    m*i(B0)

for a suitable orientation of pi, p2 and M3.
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By (2), [f(py)r[f(p2)Y2 = [f(p3)[ in iry(B'0). Thus, by (1), [»)**[»]** = [u] in
7Ti(B0). Hence, (v) = 1 or (v)3 = 1 in 7Ti(B0). By Corollary 5.1, this contradicts

the fact that (N,c) does not contain bad spheres. So we can conclude f(x) E S^'.

Let fy, v2 and vz be the concentrating normal loops to f(x). By the property of

the OR-map (the index of the image divides the index of the preimage), at most

one of li, l2 and h can be mapped to f(x). So we may assume /(pi) and /(p2)

are one of vy, v2 and 1/3, by Corollary 5.3. Suppose

[f(pi)] = [f(P2)] = Wi]    inrri(B0)

By the above, [i/i]£l+£2 = [/(P3)] in 7Ti(B0). By the same way as in the proof

of Corollary 5.3, [/(p3)] = [vy]e in tti(B'0), £ = ±1. Since Sy + e2 = 0, ±2,

this is a contradiction. So we may assume that [/(pi)] = [vy], [/(p2)] = [v2] in

7Ti(B0). Thus, [/(p3)] = [vy]e'[v2]e2 in 7r,(B0). Hence, [/(p3)] = H£3 in 7n(B0),

e3 = ±1. This proves that /(pi), /(p2), and /(P3) are concentrating normal loops

to f(x).    Q.E.D.
From Theorem 4.4, we get the following corollary directly.

COROLLARY 5.7. Let (M,b) be an irreducible 3-branchfold. Then any proper

normal OR-map f: (S2,a) —* (M,b) must be extendable to the cone.

DEFINITION 5.8. Let (M,b) and (N,c) be 3-branchfolds. We call a homo-

morphism <f>: 7ti(M — Em) -* ni(N — E;v) normal if there exists a normal loop

v E Q(A, c) for any normal loop p E Q(M,b) such that 0([p]) conjugates to [v] in

7Tl(A-E,v).

DEFINITION 5.9. Let (M,b) and (N,c) be 3-branchfolds. We call a homomor-

phism 0: 7ri(M — Em) —► 7Ti(TV — Ejv) proper if, for any normal loop p E D(M,b),

the order of </>([p]) in 7Ti (A, c) is equal to the order of [p] in 7Ti (M, b).

REMARK 5.10. Let (M,b), (N,c) be 3-branchfolds, H = iry(M - EM) and

H' = TTy(N — Ejv). If a homomorphism <fr: H —► H' is proper, then (j> induces a

canonical homomorphism <f>: iry(M,b) —* rry(N,c) under the mapping <j>(a) = <f>°a

for [a] E TTy(M — Em), where ~ implies the equivalent class of the quotient group

of ny(M,b) = H/H(pb) and 7n(A,c) = H'/H'(vc).

PROPOSITION 5.11. Let (M,b) and (N,c) be uniformizable 3-branchfolds and

<f>: ny(M - Em) —► 7Ti(iV — Ejv) be a normal and proper homomorphism. If (N,c)

is irreducible, then there exists a normal OR-map f: (M,b) —► (N, c) such that

(f\(M - EM))# = <t> and f. = 0.

PROOF. Let M0 = M - Int (a regular neighborhood of Em) and A0 = N -

Int (a regular neighborhood of Ejv). Since (A, c) is irreducible, Ao is irreducible,

too. Hence, we construct a map /': Mo —* Ao such that f'# = <f>. We assume that,

for any p E U(M, b), f'(p) E H(A, c), by modifying /' with homotopy in A0.

Let p be a normal loop of /' E S^ and f'(p) be a normal loop of /' e S^ ,

respectively. Then, by the uniformizability of (M,b) and (N,c), the orders of (p)

in ny(M,b) and (f'(p)) in ny(N,c) are b(l) and c(l'), respectively (cf. M. Kato

(3)). Since <f> is proper, c(l') divides b(l). Thus, we can extend /' to an OR-map

/": M0 U (Ui D(mt)) -> A0 U ((J3 D(nj)), where D(mt) is a normal disk of (M, b)
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and D(nj) is a normal disk of (N,c). We can show that we can extend this /" to

an Oil-map /: (M, b) —* (A, c), as follows.

Let pi, p2, and P3 be concentrated normal loops of (M,b) and D(my), D(m2)

and D(mz) be their bounding normal disks. Let /"(pi), f"(p2), and /"(P3) be

also bounding normal disks in (A,c). Let them be D(ny), D(n2), and D(n3), re-

spectively. Remark that n,:|mt, i = 1,2,3. Under this relation, the elliptic triples

(2,2,n), (2,3,3), (2,3,4), and (2,3,4) must be mapped to elliptic triples. Thus,

S2(ni, n2, ns) is an elliptic sphere. By Corollary 5.7, a normal and proper OR-map

from S2(ni,n2,ns) to (A,c) is extendable to an OR-map from OS2(ni,n2,n3) to

(A,c). Remark that we can regard the normal Oil-map from S2(mi,m2,m3) to

(A,c) as the composition of the proper OR-map from S2(mi,m2,m3) to

S2(ni,n2,n3), which is homotopic with respect to the underlying space, and the

proper and normal OR-map from S2(ni,n2,n3) to (A,c). From the above, we

can extend the normal OR-map from S2(mi,m2,m3) to (A,c) to the normal OR-

map from CS2(my, m2,mz) to (A, c). Thus, we can extend/": M0U(|Ji B(m,)) —>

A0U(UjB(nj)) to an Oil-map/: (M,b) -+ (A,c). It is trivial that (/|(M-EM))#

= <p, ft = 4> and / is normal.    Q.E.D.

6. A classification of a class of 3-branchfolds. Throughout this chapter,

we assume that the underlying spaces of orbifolds are manifolds.

THEOREM 6.1.   Let (F,b) and (G,c) be uniformizable 2-branchfolds. If

f: ((F,b),d(F,b)) - ((G,c),d(G,c))

is a normal OR-map such that /»: iry(F,b) —> ny(G,c) and

(f\(F - EF))# : m(F- EF) - m(G- EG)

are monic, then either (a), (b) or (c) holds.

(a) There exists an OR-homotopy ft: ((F,b),d(F,b)) —> ((G,c),d(G,c)) such

that fo = f and fy is an OR-covering.

(b) (F,b) is an annulus.

(c) (F,b) is S2(n,n), where n E N.

PROOF. Since /» : 7Ti (F, b) —> ity (G, c) is monic, it follows that, for any p E SF ,

it holds that f(p) E SG . Since / is normal, for any normal loop pp of p, f(pp)

is a normal loop of f(p). Moreover, f is proper from the injectivity of /*. Let Fo

and Go be surfaces which are obtained by deriving suitable normal disks of SF

and SG from F and G, respectively. By modifying / under an OR-homotopy,

we may assume that there exists a component v of dGo - dG for each component

p of dF0 - dF such that (/|p): p —► v is a homeomorphism. By the hypothesis

and Remark 1.4, (/|F0): tti (Fo) —► 7Ti (G0) is a monic. Thus, by Nielsen's Theorem

(cf. Waldhausen [5, 1.4.3]), there exists a homotopy gt: Fo —► Go, t E I, go = /|Fo,

9t\(dFQ-dF) = f[(dF0-dF), for all t (hence, we can extend gt to an OR-homotopy

ft: (F,b) -» (G,c)), such that either (1) or (2) holds.

(1) gy: Fo —> G0 is a covering.

(2) F0 is an annulus and <?i(Fo) C 3Go-

Case 1. For any component S of dF, (S) is an infinite order element in 7Ti (F, b).

Thus, f(S) must not be homotopic to any component of dGo ~ dG.  Hence, for
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any component v of 8Gq — dG, there exists a component p of 8Fq — dF, such that

f(p) = v. Thus, (a) holds.

Oase_2. Put dF0 = Sy US2.

(1) dF0 E d(F,b). Since (F,b) is an annulus, (b) holds.

(2) Si_C d(F,b) and S2 C Int(F,6). In this case, (F,b) = D2(n). By the fact

that gy(Fo) C dG0 and gy(dF0 - dF) C OGq - dG, gy(S2) is a component of

dGo - dG. Thus, (G,c) = D2(m). Since (gy)* is a monic, n = m. By modifying

gy under an OR-homotopy, (a) holds (cf. Figure 6.1).

^-^x(F,b) /---^
/ n        \ / n \• •

'' * j TV''   ri   "J\

Figure 6.1

(3) dF0 C Int(F,6). In this case, (F,b) = S2(n,n). Thus, (c) holds.    Q.E.D.
DEFINITION 6.2. Let (M, b) be a 3-branchfold. We call a 2-suborbifold (F, b') in

(M,b) homotopically incompressible (^-incompressible) if Ker(7Ti(F, b') —> 7Ti(M, b))
= 1.

DEFINITION 6.3. ui is a class of 3-branchfolds whose element (M,b) satisfies

(1) Sm° * 0-
(2) (M,b) is uniformizable.

(3) (M,b) is irreducible.

(4) d(M, b) is h-incompressible.
O o

(5) d(M — [/(Em)) is incompressible in M — [/(Em), where [/(Em) is a regular

neighborhood ofT,M-

LEMMA 6.4. Let (M,b) be a uniformizable 3-branchfold. If d(M,b) does not

contain elliptic spheres and each of its components is h-incompressible, then a loop

a in (F,b') which is homotopic in M — Em to the boundary of a normal disk D(n)

of(M,b), is homotopic in F — E/r to the boundary of a normal diskD'(n) of(F,b'),

where (F,b') is any component of d(M,b).

PROOF. Since a is homotopic in M —Em to the boundary of a normal disk D(n)

of (M,b), we can construct a normal and proper OR-map 0: (D(n),dD(n)) —»

((M,b),(F,b')) such that (0\dD(n)) = a.   Since [a] has order n in tti(M,6) by
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the uniformizability of (M,b) and /i-incompressibility of (F,b'), [a] has order n

in wy(F,b'). Since (F, b') is not an elliptic sphere, |7Ti(F,6')| = oo. Thus, by

Proposition II, 3.6, of Jaco and Shalen [2], there exists a normal loop p 6 Q(F, b')

of order rn in 7Ti (F, b') such that

H=xi[pi]fclxi-1---xi[pi]6lx1-1x[p]rx-1---xfc[pfc]6kx;-1

in 7Ti (F - Ef), where pi E f2(F, b'), bi is the order of [p,] in 7Ti (F, b'), and Xi, x are

the elements of 7Ti(F — E^). By modifying u under a homotopy in F — Ejr, we may

assume that, around each pE SF , the self-intersections of a are transversal and the

intersection number is minimum with respect to a modification under homotopies

(cf. Figure 6.2).

J\^~—-^ J J inocli-f VIH9    a,  hewrtopy   in   G[ _Xs-

FIGURE 6.2

At first, we will show that [a] = x[p]x~x in ny(F — T,F).

If [a] has a factor xl[pi]bix~1 different from x[p]rx_1 then there exists a subarc

I such that 9(1) = pt (cf. Figure 6.3).

Since di are preimages of a double point of 6, there are preimages of a double

curve in D(n) which start from di. The preimage of a double curve ends either at

a point on dD(n) or at a branch point in IntB(n). In either case D(n) is separated

into two parts by the preimages of a double curve. Let A be the part in which

boundary i is included and B be another (cf. Figure 6.4).

Let q be a singular point of D(n). By the generality of 6, we may assume

that q ElntP or IntQ. In the case of q E IntQ, Q is D(n). Thus we construct

an Oil-map 0': D(n) -* (M,b) such that (6'[dD) has a factor x^]6'-^"1. By

Proposition 3.6. of (2), such a [8'\dD] has infinite order in iry(F,b'). On the other

hand, since (6'\dD) is extendable in (M,b) to an OR-map from D(n), [9'\dD]

has a finite order in 7ti(M, 6). This contradicts the hypothesis that (F, b') is h-

incompressible in (M, b). In the case oi q ElntP, Q is D2. We proceed similarly
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fee') \\
Figure 6.3

Figure 6.4

in the first case with respect to an OR-map 6': D2 -» (M,b). Next, we will show

that r = 1. If r > 1, then, by carrying out the same surgery in the first step, we

construct an Oil-map 6': D -> (M,b) such that 9'(dD) bounds D2(rn) in (F,b'),

where D = D2(n) or £>2. Thus, we construct a transversal and proper Oil-map

either from S2(n,rn) to (M,b) or from S2(rn) to (M,b). Hence, L» = D2(n) or

£> = D2. By Proposition 4.2, this contradicts the hypothesis. Thus, [a] = x[a[x~l

in tti(F - EF) (cf. Figure 6.5).    Q.E.D.

DEFINITION 6.5. We call a homomorphism 4>: iry(M,b) -► tti(A,c) peripheral

in 7Ti(A - EN) if, for any component (F,b') of d(M,b), there exists a component

(G,c) oid(N,c), such that <j>(niry(F,b')) is conjugate in *y(N-Y.N) to a subgroup

of y,7Ti(G,c'), where i and j are inclusions.

LEMMA 6.6. Let (M, b) and (N,c) be 3-branchfolds. (A, c) is uniformizable and
irreducible. Moreover, d(N,c) is h-incompressible and does not contain bad spheres.

If there exists a normal and proper homomorphism tp: TTy(M-T,M) -* ny(N-EN)

such that 4>: TTy(M,b) - rry(N,c) is peripheral in ny(N - EN), then there exists

a normal OR-map f: ((M,b),d(M,b)) - ((N,c),d(N,c)) such that /, = ^ and

(f\(M - EM))# = <j>.

PROOF. At first, by_Proposition 5.11, we construct an Oil-map /': (M b) -*

(N,c) such that /; = 0 and (/'|(M - EM))# = 0.   Let (F,b') be a component
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\(C^]Y\    if ''r^' i l     ( ( r,rl   M

Figure 6.5

of d(M,b'). Take a simplicial division iff of F such that each point of SF is

included in an interior of a 2-simplex of KF. Since 4>: iry(M,b) —> iry(N,c) is a

peripheral in 7Ti(A - Ejv), we extend /' to a map f1: KF U (KF x/)-» (A,c)

such that Z1^1' x 1) c d(N,c). Let (G,c') be a component of d(N,c), which

includes fx(KF x 1). By Lemma 6.4, we extend /* to a map f2: KF U (KF' x

I) U (KF xl)-. (A,c) such that /2(AF x 1) c (G,c'). Hence, by Corollary 5.7,

we extend f2 to a map /3: KF x i —> (A, c). Thus, we have shown that, for any

component (F, b') of d(M, b), there exists an OR-map Hip^y. (F,b') x I —► (A, c)

such that H{Ftbl)(x,0) = f(x), x E (F,b') and H{Ffil)((F,b'),l) C (TV,c). This

implies that the statement is proved.    Q.E.D.

LEMMA 6.7. Let (M,b) and (N,c) be 3-branchfolds. Moreover, (N,c) is uni-

formizable and irreducible. If f: ((M,b),d(M,b)) —► ((N,c),d(N,c)) is a normal

OR-map such that /*: -ny(M,b) —► rry(N,c) is injective, then there exists an OR-

map g: (M,b) —» (A, c) such that

(1) 9* = /., (ff|M - EM)# = (/|M - EM)#, and g\d(M, b) = f\d(M, b), and
(2) for suitable regular neighborhoods [/(Em) and [/(Eat), the following (a), (b),

and (c) hold.

(a)g(M-U(EM))EN-U(J:N).
o o

(b) (g\(M - [/(Em)))# o i# = j# ° (g\(M - U(EM)))#, where i and j are

inclusions.

(c) (g[dU(Y.M)): dU(Y.M) -» g(dU(EM)) (c W(EM)) is a covering.

PROOF. We may assume that, for a sufficiently small regular neighborhood

(Bp,b') of p, f((Bp,b')) is included in a regular neighborhood (B/(p),c') of f(p).

By Corollary 5.6, for any point p e S$ , f(p) E S^ , and, since /» is injective,

(Bp,b') is OR-isomorphic to GS2(mi,m2,m3) and (Bjip),c') is OR-isomorphic to

CS2(ni,n2,n3) where nt = mt, i = 1,2,3. Since / is normal, we may assume that

/ is an OR-embedding near the points py, p2, Pz E EBp D dBp and

f(dBp - {py,p2,p3}) E Bf(p) - EB/(p).

On the other hand, by the property of an OR-map,/(M-Em) C TV-Ejv, hence, for
O O

a sufficiently small regular neighborhood (B'}{ ̂ c') of f(p), f(M-Bp) c N-B'f{p).

Take such a (B'j(p),c') in the interior of (By-(p),c') (cf. Figure 6.6).
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Figure 6.6

Notice that we get an OR-map (/|(M - Bp)): (M.b) - (Bp,b') -> (A,c) -
O

(B'/(p),c').   Since 7r2(B/(p) - (B'f{p) U Ejv)) = 0, we can coincide f(d(Bv,b')) to

d(B'j,p),c') by modifying / under an OR-homotopy (cf. Figure 6.7).

Hence, we can extend the OR-map (/|(M - Bp)): (M,b) - (BP,U) -► (N,c) -
o

(B'r, ), c') to d(B, b') x I of which restriction to d(B, b') x 1 is an OR-isomorphism

to d(B'j-,,,c').  By carrying out these operations around all p E SM , we get an

OR-map

f':(M,b)-   (J (0)(Bp,b')^(N,c)-   (J (0)(B/(p),c')
P€Sm PSSm

of which restriction to each d(Bp,b') is an OR-isomorphism to d(B'r,,,c').

We can proceed with the same operation for regular neighborhoods (Bj,6')'s of

1(1 (M — \J s(o)(Bp,b')), where / G SM , fixing d(Bp,b'). Consequently, we get an

OR-map

/": clj(M,6) -        |J   (Bp,b')U   (J   (Bhb')    \

{ [pes™ vestf J]

f ( M
^c\l(N,c)-      |J   (B}(p),6')U   |J  (D'f{l),c')\   -

UC '«<," J
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Figure 6.7

of which restriction to d(\J    .(0)(Bp,b') U U;cc(1)(B(,6')) is a covering to

d\ U W^')u U (s/(/)'c') ■

Put

[/(EM)=    IJ   (Bp,6')U   (J   (B.,6')

pes'?' <es<;>

and

[/(Ejv)=    (J   (B}(p),c')U   |J   (B}((),c').

We get the desired g by extending /" naturally into [/(Em).    Q.E.D.

THEOREM 6.8. Let (M,b) and (N,c) be 3-branchfolds which belong to u>. If

there exists a proper and normal monomorphism <p: iry(M — Em) —» 7ti(A — Ejv)

such that<j>: rry(M,b) —* wy(N,c) is a monomorphism and peripheral m7Ti(A—Ejv),

then either (a) or (b) holds.

(a) There exists an OR-covering g: (M,b) —» (A, c) such that g, = <f> and

(g\(M - EM))# = <t>-
(b) M — Int(a regular neighborhood o/Em) = (a closed surface) x I.

PROOF. There is no elliptic sphere component in boundaries of a 3-branchfold

which belongs to w. Then, we can apply Lemmas 6.6 and 6.7 to (M, b) and (A, c).

Thus, we can construct an OR-map/': ((M,b),d(M,b)) —► ((A, c),d(A,c)), which

satisfies the following:

(l)/;=0and(f|(M-EM))#=f
(2) There exist regular neighborhoods [/(Em) and <7(Ejv) such that the following

(i), (ii), and (iii) hold.

(i)/'(M-[/(EM))cA-[/(Ejv)

(ii) (/'|(M - c/(EM)))# o t# = j# o (/'|(M - c/(EM)))#, where i and j are

inclusions.
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(iii) (/'|d[/(EM)): dU(EM) -+ f'(dU(EM)) is a covering.

By the ft-incompressibility of d(M, b) and d(N,c), for any component (F, b') of

d(M,b), there exists a component (G,c') of d(N,c), such that

(f'[(F,b'))*:ny(F,b')^7ry(G,c')

is monic. Since (/'|(M - Em))# is monic, by Lemma 6.4,

(F\(F - EF))#: tti(F - Ejp) - 7n(G - EG)

is monic. Thus, by Theorem 6.1, we can modify /'|(F, 6') to an OR-covering under

an OR-homotopy. Let /" be the OR-map which is constructed by carrying out such

a modification on all boundary components of (M, b). From the construction of /',

for any p E fi(F, b'), f'(p) E H(G, c'). Hence, the above modification fixes p. Hence,

by (2), for any component T of dM0, there exists a component S of dA0, such that

(/"|T): T -► S is a covering, where M0 = M - U(T,M) and A0 = A - U(T.N).

Hence, by Waldhausen's Theorem (cf. [5, Theorem 6.1]), either (I) or (II) holds.

(I) (/"|M0) is homotopic to a covering h: M0 —> A0, fixing dM0. (Hence,

(/"|<9Mo): dM0 -* dN0 is already a covering.)

(II) M0 = (a closed surface) x I.

Case (II). This is the conclusion (b).

Case (I). For any p E fi(M, b), it holds that h(p) E fl(N, c). By the injectivity of

h, = (j>, [p] and [h(p)] have the same order in iry(M,b) and 7Ti(A,c), respectively.

By the uniformizability of (M,b) and (A,c), &(/M) = c(ln^), where /M and ln(p.)

are the strata of which p and h(p) rounds, respectively. From the construction

of h, for any v E Q(N,c), there exists a p € 0(M, b), such that h(p) = v. Thus

we get a surjective correspondence between fl(M, b) and U(N,c), by corresponding

p,EQ(M,b) to vEQ(N,c).

Let h^: ZM x D2 —> lh(^ x D2, be an OR-isomorphism, where D2 and D2, are

disks.

Put

M0 = Mo U U     (/„ X D2)
\p€Cl(M,b) J

and

A0 = A0u(      |J     (luxD2')    .

vi/€n(7V,c) y

We can get an OR-covering h': Mq —> Aq, by pasting /i and ftM's. Take a

component A of dM0 which is an elliptic sphere. Since d(M, b) does not contain

elliptic spheres, A lies in IntM. Since h'(dM0) = dN0, h'(A) = a component B

of dAg. By way of the construction of h!, h'(A) c Int A. Thus, B is an elliptic

sphere, since each component of 3Aq fl Int A is an elliptic sphere. Since A is a

component of h ~1(B), (h'\A): A —► B is a covering. Since B is simply connected,

(h'\A): A —* B is a homeomorphism. Hence, it is an OR-isomorphism. We can

extend the OR-isomorphism to an Oil-isomorphism from G.4 to CB. Next, take a

component B of dN0 fl Int A. Since h! is a covering, there exists a component A

such that h'(X) = B. We can show that we can extend h'\A to an OR-isomorphism

from CA to CB, by a way similar to the preceding. Thus, we can extend the OR-

covering h! to the desired OR-covering g: (M,b) —> (A,c).    Q.E.D.
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COROLLARY 6.9. In Theorem 6.8, if 4> and 0 are isomorphisms, then there

exists an OR-isomorphism g: (M,b) —* (N,c).

PROOF. Case (a). Since gt = <\> is an isomorphism, by Corollary 3.4, g is an

OR-isomorphism.

Case (b). Since <p is an isomorphism and normal, 0_1 also satisfies the same

hypothesis. Hence, there exists a covering Ao —♦ Mo or Ao = (a closed surface) x I.

In either case, Mo = Ao = (a closed surface) x I, since cp"1 is an isomorphism.

Put Mo = Sm x I and Ao = Sn x i, where Sm and Sn are homeomorphic closed

surfaces. Let /" be the map which is constructed in the proof of Theorem 6.8. Since

f0' = (f"\M0): Mo - A0 is a covering on dM0, f(f\{SM x 0) and /0'|(SM x 1) are
also coverings. We may assume that /0'|(Sm x 0) is a map to Sn x 0, by changing

0 and 1, if necessary. We will show that /"|(Sm x 1) is a map to Sjv x 1. If, for a

p E fi(M, b) on Sm x 1, f0'(p) E 0(A, c) on Sn x 0, then there exists a p' E H(M, 6)

on Sm x 0, such that f0'(p') = fb'(p), since fQ'\(SM x 0) is a map to Sn x 0. Since

/o#: 7ri(-^o) -* tti(Ao) is an isomorphism, it holds that [p] = [p'] in 7Ti(M0).

On the other hand, p and p' are homotopic to a longitude and a meridian of

Sm, respectively. This is a contradiction.

Let ik: Sm x k —> Mo and jk: Sn x k —► No be inclusions, where fc = 0,1.

Since (iK)#: 7ri(SMxfc) — tti(M0), (jk)#: TTy(SNxk) -> tti(A0), and (/"|M0)#:

7Ti(M0) -»7Ti(A0) are isomorphisms, and (jk)# o (f"\SMxk) = (f"\M0)# ° (ik)#

and (/"|Sm x fc)# are isomorphisms. Hence, /"|(Sm x fc) is a homeomorphism.

Since /": Sm x I —► Sn x I gives a homotopy between these homeomorphisms,

these are isotopic. So we can construct a homeomorphism g: Mo —* Ao such that

9\(Sm x k) = /"|(Sm x fc), fc = 0,1. Hence, we can reduce to Case (I) in the proof

of Theorem 6.8.    Q.E.D.
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